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A CDC advisory panel will meet later this month to decide whether a third dose of a COVID-19 vaccine will be recommended to immunocompromised Americans.
CDC advisory committee will meet next week to consider whether a COVID-19 vaccine booster is needed for people with weak immune systems
The results have profound implications for HIV vaccine design and for the use of passively administered bnAbs. Within the context of earlier animal model studies, the AMP study results provide insight ...
Amping up HIV antibodies
An advisory panel next week plans to focus on the 2 to 4 percent of U.S. adults who have suppressed immunity, a population that includes organ transplant recipients, people on cancer treatments and ...
CDC advisers to consider additional coronavirus dose for immunocompromised patients
A new antibody testing study ... as was the case in the early days of the U.S. epidemic. Researchers in this study followed CDC guidance to use sequential testing on two separate platforms to ...
New antibody testing study finds evidence of early COVID-19 infections in the U.S.
Scientists in France hope to identify how best to protect those who's immune systems are compromised by HIV, cancer, a recent organ transplant or other medical conditions.
Study on 10,000 people to test COVID-19 vaccines when immunity is weakened
It took 216 days for a woman with uncontrolled HIV to clear the virus that causes Covid-19. In the meanwhile the virus mutated frequently in her body. Only once her HIV was properly suppressed did she ...
A woman with HIV took over 200 days to clear her Covid infection. Here s why researchers are worried
Because viral clearance is compromised if HIV is allowed to replicate for an extended period of time̶resulting in extensive damage to the immune system̶controlling HIV with antiretroviral therapy may ...
Individuals With Advanced HIV May Not Achieve Viral Clearance of SARS-CoV-2, Leading to Extensive Mutations
In a phase-one clinical trial that began on Monday, researchers at the University of Oxford in the United Kingdom gave the first doses of a potential HIV vaccine to volunteers. According to the ...
HIV vaccine trial begins at Oxford after 40 years since the first reported case of AIDS
But when she later read a study of organ transplant recipients that found low antibody ... CDC guidelines assume everybody is socially responsible, which unfortunately is not the case,

Agha ...

The complex situation for immunocompromised people and COVID-19 vaccines
Nearly all patients with HIV ... antibodies̶available should vaccination fail," said Ghady Haider, MD, lead study author and transplant infectious diseases physician at UPMC. "Given the CDC's ...
Wide range of responses to COVID-19 vaccination among immunocompromised, study finds
Althoff added, This study also demonstrates the importance of using multiple serology platforms, as recommended by the CDC.

RELATED: FDA grants first COVID-19 antibody green light for at ...

NIH antibody study suggests COVID-19 spread across U.S. earlier than originally known
Strikingly, about 95% of people with HIV developed antibodies after getting their shots, according to the pre-print study posted online ... 750 of them have died. The CDC says it hasn

t found ...

Do COVID vaccines work in people with HIV, cancer or organ transplants? What we know
The Beta Covid variant in patients with advanced HIV can create conditions that can lead to evolution of dangerous mutations in SARS-CoV-2, researchers have warned.
Covid in advanced HIV patients can pave way for dangerous mutations
July 1 (UPI) --The rate of new HIV infections among ... subsidized or free," study co-author Rebecca Guy said in a press release. "This is, of course, not the case in many parts of the world ...
Access to affordable drug therapy reduces HIV infections in men, study finds
The first officially reported case in the US was on January 19th in a traveler recently returned from China. However, a pair of new studies looking for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in blood samples ...
CDC and NIH studies find COVID-19 was present in US by December 2019
Below, we ll explore more about how HIV and syphilis are related, what can happen if someone has both, and more. According to data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the ...
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